Scottish Qualifications Authority results for deaf candidates presented for Modern Languages 2006 – 2012

In 2006, of 67 deaf candidates presented at Standard Grade in French, German or Spanish, 45% gained the top award (Credit), 49% passed at General Level, 3% passed at Foundation Level; only 3% failed to gain an award.

In National Certificate courses the same year, of the 12 deaf candidates presented at the various levels, half (6) passed at level A, 5 at levels B and C. One candidate failed to gain an award.

In 2007, 70 deaf candidates were presented for Scottish Standard Grade and National Qualifications. Of these, 68 were successful in French, German or Spanish. 29 candidates achieved the top grade at their level.

In 2008, 70 deaf candidates were presented for Scottish Standard Grade and National Qualifications in French, German, Spanish or Gaelic (learners). All but one were successful, 28 of them achieving the top grade at their level.

In 2009, 79 deaf candidates were presented for Scottish Standard Grade and National Awards in French, German, Italian, Spanish, and Gaelic. All but three of them were successful, 42 of them achieving Credit or A passes.

In 2010, 76 deaf candidates were presented for Scottish Standard Grade and National Awards in French, German, Spanish and Urdu. All but one were successful, 28 candidates achieving Credit or A passes in their subject.

In 2011, 79 deaf candidates were presented for Scottish Standard Grade and National Awards in French, German and Spanish. All but three were successful. 33 deaf candidates achieved Credit or A passes in their subject.

In 2012, 90 deaf candidates were presented for Scottish Standard Grade and National Awards in French, Gaelic, German, Italian, Spanish and Urdu. All were successful, 46 of them achieving Credit level or A passes in their subject.

NOTES Although exemptions from listening and/or speaking tests are sometimes approved at Standard Grade, all sections of the examination must be undertaken in the National Courses.

These results are compiled from statistics relating to deaf candidates for whom special measures were requested and granted. There may have been other deaf candidates who did not request special measures.

No separate results are available for deaf candidates at Access levels since arrangements for internal assessment are flexible enough for no special measures to be required.

Data supplied by Scottish Qualifications Authority on the basis of pre-appeal results.